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	Being Alongside: For the Teaching and Learning of Mathematics, 9789462092105 (9462092109), Stenhouse Publishers, 2013

	How do you establish a classroom culture in which students routinely conjecture and think mathematically? How do you establish a way of working with teachers, using video, in which discussion supports professional development? The present book offers answers to these questions through an in depth (enactivist) study of one exceptional teacher in one innovative mathematics department in the UK. The book reveals some striking parallels between working to support students' mathematical thinking and working to support teacher learning. A case is made for the importance of metacommunication in both contexts - communication about the communications that are occurring. For example, there is compelling evidence from a classroom that metacommunication, linked to the words 'conjecture' and 'becoming a mathematician', supports student metacognition and mathematical thinking. In working with teachers or students, offering these powerful metacommunications seems to require a heightened listening. With a heightened listening, attention is placed not just in what is said, but in what kind of a thing is said, with the teacher or facilitator being alongside the individuals in the wider group. "Read this book if you're a teacher for insights into how one teacher establishes a classroom culture where her children are doing mathematics, 'being mathematicians' and reflect on what you want in your own classroom. Read this book if you're a teacher educator to reflect on parallels between teaching and running professional development sessions, particularly using video. If you do not fit in either of these categories, read this book and use stories in your life." - Laurinda Brown, University of Bristol.
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Process Algebra for Parallel and Distributed Processing (Chapman & Hall / Crc Computational Science)CRC Press, 2008
Despite the importance of applications of process algebras for the success of the field, [related publications] concentrate strongly on the theoretical achievements. This shortcoming is compensated for in a splendid way by this book, which brings together the state of the art in research on applications of process algebras.  
—From the...

		

JAVA DESIGN PATTERNSIndependent Publishers Group, 2017

	If a problem occurs over and over again, a solution to that problem has been used

	effectively. That solution is described as a pattern. The design patterns are languageindependent

	strategies for solving common object-oriented design problems. When you

	make a design, you should know the names of some common solutions. Learning design...

		

Pro Scalable .NET 2.0 Application DesignsApress, 2005

	We feel that many designers and architects lack an understanding of how to use Microsoft

	technology to build and implement large enterprise solutions. Far too often we have found

	architects shivering at the thought of building mission-critical systems based on this technology—

	not because they have tried and...





	

Dream Dictionary For Dummies (Psychology & Self Help)For Dummies, 2008
Dreams! What do they mean? You probably recognize a connection between the dream world and the “real” world, but did you know that you can actually do things to nurture your dream life? Dream Dictionary For Dummies is the fun and fascinating guide that shows you not only how to decode your dreams, but how to remember them and...

		

Sustainable Solar Housing, Volume 2: Exemplary Buildings and TechnologiesEarthscan, 2007

	* * An auspicious and comprehensive two-volume treatment of current solar energy strategies and technologies employed in buildings

	

	* * Offers the reader a solid platform for assessing environmental and economic concerns for housing projects, and offers guidance on implementing the most appropriate course of action
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Semantic Web For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2009
The Semantic Web community has a distinct feeling of manifest destiny. Here in the early part of the 21st century, the Web is still in its infancy (less than 20 years old), and the scope of unsolved digital data challenges is simply enormous. To many in the software industry, myself included, it seems inevitable that the next great Web revolution...
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